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‘ability to render into data many aspects 
of the world that have never been 

quantified before’
(Cukier & Mayer-Schoenberger, 2013: 29)

the process through which social reality 
is translated into data points and 

transmuted into value



more and more information is a 
constitutive force in society–one  
capable of shaping social reality





“Senator, we run ads” (Mark Zuckerberg, US Congress, 11 April 2018)









data capitalism



or a new system/ideology: surveillance 
capitalism (Zuboff, 2015)….



… or data colonialism (Couldry and Meijas, 2019)



three problematic elements of surveillance 
capitalism
#1 facial recognition tech
#2 AdTech
#3 enviromental impact 
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To  uncover
criminals and 
missing people (!)

According to the 
Met the 80% of 
citizens approves

But an independent
research found out
that the data have
an accuracy date of
19%
Source: The Guardian, 24 January
2020
https://www.theguardian.com/techno
logy/2020/jan/24/met-police-begin-
using-live-facial-recognition-
cameras

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/jan/24/met-police-begin-using-live-facial-recognition-cameras


Fonte: https://lens.monash.edu/@politics-society/2020/01/23/1379547/facial-recognition-tech-and-the-end-of-privacy
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For example:
1MB = 7,072gr CO2
3/4G 1MB = 35,46 gr CO2
5G?

1 smartphone = 62 minerali; 
372 passaggi in manifattura





what consequences for our democratic societies?



datafication accelerates the crisis of liberal democracy
#1 the private mediates the relation between citizens and state
#2 surveillance and monitoring alter the “social contract” and trust
#3 algorithmic personalization produce polarization (filter bubble?)
#4 etcetera etcetera



the information
architecture of
datafication—databases,
platforms, apps, clouds—is
changing the definition of
public sphere,
participation, and
citizenship











democracy



datafication reformats citizens and democratic participation



big data = big control?
big data = new opportunities?



data activism
mobilizations taking a critical 
stance towards 
massive data collection 

emerge from hacker and open 
software movement, but involve 
ordinary users

enabled and constrained by 
software









‘Citizen-generated data around conflict continues to grow 
exponentially, but when it gets to newsrooms, human rights orgs, 
and courts of law, it is often impossible to verify. InformaCam
provides a tool to address this shortcoming.’ 
Harlo Holmes, The Guardian Project

https://guardianproject.info/apps/camerav/







#1 algorithms activism
why: our life is shaped by algorithms
then: we need to understand how 
algorithms work /open up the “black box”



tracking.exposed & algorithms.exposed



#2 device activism
why: our social life is mediated by devices
then: we need “better” devices!



#3 automation activism
why: AI is the future but it is scary
then: we cannot stop it, let’s shed light on 
problems and make it better
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six tips in no particular order



‘Technology is not neutral.
We’re inside of what we make, 
and it’s inside of us. We’re living 
in a world of connections—and 
it matters which ones get 
made and unmade’ (1997)

#1 think the technological as political



#2 nurture your privacy



technology
cf. the ancient Greek noun technê
craft, making or craftsmanship…

… connecting art and engineering (Braman 2004, 4)
… the  “human ability to make and perform” (Shiner 2001, 19)

#3 reclaim agency



#4 know your algorithms



#5 don’t let others ‘beta-test” your democracy



(but beware of state over-reach)

#6 demand good policies
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